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^'Reridell arid I visited the Maud Lake area on OctPber 2d-29,
dip needle lines were run dyer the 

anomaly and some trenches sampled. :

The Maud Lake anomaly lies south and west of Maud Lake in 
claims 15705 and 15703, Twp.23, R.13.

The main part of the anomaly lies under swamp and drift. The 
ground rises to the southeast whare iron formation is exposed 
in some old trenches near the southeast corner of claim 
15705.

Dip Needle Surveys - Kenp's survey outlined an anomaly 700 to 600 feet 
wide and 1100 feet long. The anomalu was outlined largely 
on the basis of two north-south lines spaced 400 feet apart. 
The anomaly is delineated in red on Fig.l. which is taken 
from Kemp's report (N.B. dip needle readings were adjusted

Our recent dip needle readings taken along approximately the 
same two lines, and using 50 degrees as cut-off, suggest a 
significant width to the anomaly of 200 feet; it may be 
1100 feet long.

Iron Formation - Two trenches near the southeast corner of claim 15705 
expose a band of complexly folded magnetite-jasper iron 
formation, 100 to 175 feet wide, which contains 10 to 20 
percent interbanded volcanic greenstone and tuffaceous 
sediments. Prevailing strike is northwest-southeast and the 
dip 80 to 35 degrees to the northeast. The axial plane of 
foldinp is northwest and the plunge vertical. With respect 
to grade and grain size the material is similar ro Cowie Lake 
iron formation. The grady of th^ iron formation itself is
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